
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS:  
a tried and true tactic for citizen voices to be heard loud and clear?  

 
 

What is a social movement? 
There really is no simple answer to that question. According to the 2012 
Persuasion and Social Movements by C. Stewart, C. Smith, and R. Denton, Jr., 
social movements have at least the following characteristics: 
 

 Minimal organization with identifiable leaders or spokespersons. This 
differentiates a social movement from a fad, trend or protest  (p.2)                           Retrieved from: Sorry for the inconvenience                                                               

 Factions representing differences in philosophy, ideology and strategies.  
A social movement organization would have a clear leadership hierarchy, charter or constitution, 
membership requirements and official website (p. 4).  

 Uninstitutionalized; not a part of established organizations that "govern, maintain, or change social, 
political, religious, or economic norms and values" (p.7).   

 Seen as an out-group or illegitimate by society. The movements are often "criticized for not handling 
conflicts and controversies through normal, proper channels and procedures" (p. 8). 

 
Is a social movement the natural and inevitable reaction by disaffected citizens when the clunky machinery of 
government gets in the ways of authentic engagement? By voting records alone, American citizens do not participate 
in the most basic aspect of participatory democracy. In fact, research identifies trends about who is more likely to 
participate in the proper (read: legitimate) channels which include activities like letter writing, attending community 
meetings, and testifying before local, state or national representatives. These activities suggest more flexible work 
schedules, generally the purview of older, more highly educated people who have more time and resources. 
 
Are some social movements a backlash against how mainstream media can twist concerned citizens attempts at 
participation in response to government and big business pressure? Does this drive social movements to more radical 
activities? UCLA Professor Douglas Keller points out in The Media and Social Problems: 

 
In Western concepts of democracy, broadcasting was . . . initially conceived as a 

public utility . . . part of the public domain, subject to regulation by the government to 
assure that broadcasting would meet its democratic responsibilities. During two 

centuries of democratic revolutions, political and corporate powers . . . came to 
dominate the media  . . deregulation . . . expanded private corporate control of 

dominant media.  
(Retrieved from  http://pages.gseis.ucla.edu/faculty/kellner/essays/medsocialproblems.pdf, p. 9) 

 
(Photograph (c) 2015 Shannon Blood) 

 
The rise of independent media indicates a growing level of concern that the fourth estate -- supposedly the key to a 
functioning participatory democracy -- has been sufficiently co-opted by political and business interests that the fifth 
estate is jockeying for pride of place. According to Stewart, et al., "Content analyses of protest coverage . . . shows a 
consistent bias against protestors . . . particularly when they challenge the system" (2012, p. 64). 
 
What Makes a Social Movement Effective? 
The 2012 Persuasion and Social Movements (p. 49) describes six interrelated, necessary persuasive functions: 
 

 Transforming perceptions of social reality. Rewriting the past, redefining the present, forecasting the future.  

 Altering self-perceptions. Participants must see themselves as dispossessed, struggling for personal freedom.   

 Prescribing courses of action. Defining the who, what and how needed to sell the movement's ideology. 

 Mobilizing for action. Needed to maintain the movement's forward momentum.   

 Sustaining the social movement. Lasting for years, social movements must sustain interest and participation.  
 Legitimizing the social movement. The primary goal, biggest challenge, and greatest obstacle 

 
Clearly, social movements don't just spring up out of the ground like dandelions (although some disappear like 
dandelion seeds in the wind). They require thoughtful planning and strategic actions. In an October 5, 2011 
Washington Post article, social movement building is described as "exhausting, highly skilled work with experienced 
organizers teaching the less experienced to expand the circle of competent leadership." Given those constraints, it 
seems effective social movements have access to skilled people with the time and resources needed to take on the 
status quo.  
 
The question then becomes to what degree do these requirements prevent authentic citizen engagement in defining 
the issues, ideologies and actions of the social movement? A crucial question as social movements tend to "take up the 
cause for those who have the least in society" (Stewart, et al., 2012, p.8).  The voices of those with the least should be 
most prominent. Sadly, that is not the case in our country. 
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